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Presidents Report

The knowledge sharing sessions are held on the third Friday of the month, and in July, Ben
Smith gave a talk on tourist railways, and discussion extended to main line signaling. These
sessions are always interesting, and should not be missed as they give us something more than
just running trains on the layout.
Richard Stephens organized the tagging of our electrical equipment. This resulted in the
condemning of some of the equipment, including power leads, an electric jug, and jig saw.
Richard and Geoff Crow arranged the purchase of new items, and the club rooms are much
safer as a result.
Richard also had a check done on the fire extinguishers, with the result that two new
extinguishers have been purchased and installed. One of these is located in the entrance area,
and the other opposite Allandale station.

Happy modeling,
Warwick Brisbane
President
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held this year on Friday 11 October in our own club rooms. The Committee
decided this so that members can see the progress being made in making the rooms more
presentable, and the recent additions to the rolling stock register.
The AGM will commence as usual at 8.00 pm, and we propose to kick the evening off with an
optional dinner at the Geebung Polo Club (just across Victoria Street) at 6.00 pm. This will
be a great opportunity for members who can’t come along often to catch up with their
colleagues, so please mark the date in your diary now.
Clean up
The cleaners have finished their work, and the clubrooms look a lot brighter than they used
to. The next stage is to apply some paint, especially in the entrance area, and on the back
scenes.
Volunteers are still needed to work on some of the stations, so please speak with Murray Hill
or Richard Stephens to register your interest.

Locomotives and rolling stock
Richard has very generously donated some more locomotives and rolling stock to the club:






Two Walker railcars,
One GWR 72xx class loco,
One GWR 64xx class loco,
Twelve VR M cattle cars
Another X class diesel.

Last issue’s photo
The caption for the photo in the last Callboard is circulating somewhere in cyberspace, so
here it is:
NR27 leads the Indian Pacific towards the crest of the Cullerin Range (just south of Goulburn
NSW) on Saturday 25/2/2012. It was diverted via Stockinbingal and Cootamundra West to
run via the Main South due to track work on its usual route, the Main West. There was a
good contingent of photographers out that morning to record the event, one of whom was
Leon Oberg, who I almost managed to exclude from my photo. Leon is the author of one of
the books in our library which covers all Australian locomotives right up to the current motive
power.
Photo by David Patrick
David Patrick
Secretary
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LIBRARY
NEW ACQUISITIONS
The library has recently acquired several new DVDs:
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Diesels in Victoria
Steam in Victoria Parts 1 and 2
Steam in Victoria Part 3
Steam Around the State
Outer Melbourne Branch Lines - the 1950s and 60s
Rail Motors Across Victoria the 1950s and 60s
More Railmotor Journeys
Maryborough Victorian Steam’s Last Stronghold
Ken Fishley’s VR 1960s Steam Action
Twilight of Victorian Railways Steam
Railmotor Journeys Over Lost VR Lines
Rail Motors Remembered
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Special Article

PART 2: SAFEWORKING – TIME INTERVAL SEPARATION
One of the earliest safeworking systems was Time Interval Separation.
For instance, rule 386 of the 1864 Victorian Railways Rules, Regulations and Bye-Laws
(VRRRB) [1], states:
An interval of Five Minutes must elapse between any two Trains travelling in either
direction on the same Line of Rails.
This safeworking system will prevent trains from colliding so long as each train does not
travel appreciably slower than the train following it. Therefore, rule 280 of the 1864 VRRRB
[2] states:
In all cases of detention, stoppage, loss of speed, accident or obstruction on one or
both Lines, the Guard shall proceed as regards protecting his Train as required by
Rules Nos. 87 and 125.
Where rule 87 [3] states:
In the event of any obstruction or accident occurring, or of a train stopping on the
Main Line (from whatever cause), except at a Station, the Signalman, or in his
absence the Guard is instantly to display the Danger Signal, and send or himself
hasten in the proper direction to stop any Train that may be approaching; and in the
event of its happening on a Single Line, or both Lines being obstructed, to send
competent men in both directions with the Danger Signal for a distance of 800 yards
from the place of accident, or to the top of the next adjoining incline, where he or they
must remain with the Danger Signal exhibited until it is ascertained that the Line is
again perfectly clear and unobstructed.
And rule 125 [4] states:
The following is the mode of applying the Detonating Signals:- In cases of
obstruction, where it is necessary to stop any Engine or Train following on the same
Line, one of the signals is to be placed by the person engaged in the duty at the end
of every 250 yards, for a distance of not less than 1,000 yards from the place of
obstruction (on levels, but farther on descending gradients, or, if a curve, to continue
it until the Red Signal can be seen round the curve; and should the distance end in a
tunnel, then the Signal is to be exhibited at the end of the tunnel farthest from the
obstruction) in the proper direction, and two must be fixed ten yards apart at the point
where the Signalman stands at the moment a following Train comes in sight, or on
arriving at the end of the distance named, between him and the approaching Train.
One scenario is a train that had been running to time and then all of a sudden stops inbetween stations. Let’s consider the timings involved:
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In practice, it would take the Guard time to establish with the Driver that the train
wasn’t going to be underway again within the next minute or so
 Having established that the train wasn’t going to be underway again within the next
minute or so:
o In the case of a single line, or both lines being obstructed, the Guard would
need to explain to someone else what was required to protect the train
o Then the Guard, or Guard and this other person, would each have to walk
(run?) 1000+ yards over ballast pausing to clip detonators onto the rail every
so often – note that the current world record for 800 metres (875 yards) is 1
minute and 41 seconds on a flat surface and, presumably, not whilst carrying
a box of detonators and waving a red flag or lamp
Meanwhile, there is quite possibly a following train closing the 5 minute separation at line
speed. Tricky.
An excellent description by Ian Macfarlane of another scenario in his book “Railway Safety –
Block Safeworking” [5] is reproduced below:
In the longer sections found on overseas [non-UK] railways there was an additional hazard:
the train in difficulties that did not actually stop, but progressively dropped time due to
steaming or mechanical trouble on the locomotive, and thereby narrowed the time interval en
route. This gave the crew the agonising choice between whether to stop, protect and delay,
or whether to press on in the hope – and hope springs eternal in the breast of every good
engineman – that things would somehow get better.
I have found myself in exactly this 19th century situation on a British-style railway in the 20th
century diesel era. The incident certainly rammed home to me the problems that our
Victorian forebears must have faced when their temperamental puffers went off the boil, and
managements took a very serious view of delaying important following trains. So join us on a
railcar special in West Malaysia, almost a full century after Time Interval was starting to fall
into disrepute after Egham.
In 1960 a batch of two air-braked, knuckle-coupled Class 27 diesel railcars built by my
Australian employer Comeng arrived in Singapore by ship for delivery to the vacuum-braked,
chopper-coupled Malayan Railway (today PKTM). As they could not be conveniently brought
up by goods train Mr Dalip Singh, then Works Manager at MR’s Sentul shops in Kuala
Lumpur (KL) asked me to draw two earlier railcars from the traffic pool, run a team of fitters
down to Singapore, 396 km, unload the arrivals over the weekend, and haul them up to KL
dead. The unloading was uneventful and we marshalled the arrivals as a pair of trailers
between the two operable, motored cars. This equivalent of an M-T-T-M set enabled us to
use the electric tail lights on a “live” car and to change ends if we had to shunt en-route. For
the electrical control wires (train lines) and air brakes were connected, tested, and
operational through the 4-car set – only the traction diesel engines on the new cars were not.
So on the Sunday evening off we set from Singapore, across that perennially green Island
and the Causeway over the indefensible Strait of Johore, to the Malaysian mainland at
Johore Bahru (JB). Today it’s a high-rise city, but in 1960 JB was still a country town. This
initial section was run under normal single-line safeworking arrangements (electric line-clear
token block), but at JB I was astonished to learn that over the section from JB to Gemas
Junction, 195 km and representing almost half the trip to KL, every intermediate station was
closed for safeworking purposes on Sunday evenings. The only trains worked were the Up
and Down Night Mails. And being in the gap, we were to work time-interval to Gemas under
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paper line-clear ticket authority, running 20 minutes ahead of Train Number 8, the Up Night
Mail.

Running thus for over three hours and nearly 200 km was surely “long-section working” with
a vengeance. And the “block” arrangements were nothing more than an uncontrolled rolling
time interval system with a paper line-clear ticket as the authority to start. Readers brought
up on single-line railways with electric line clear token safeworking are likely to share my
intense distrust of paper line-clear tickets. On the Indian Railway that had outdoor-trained
me, they were outlawed by the Government Inspector. But in Malaya, I was merely a
company representative. The responsible Guard had all of his protection impedimenta, and
the Driver said the paper line-clear ticket working of this kind was a standard drill and OK by
the rules.
So off we went again, now on 19th century Time Interval, motoring North behind our powerful
Stone’s Tonum headlight through the dark jungles and rubber plantations of Southern Johore
State and its occasional tiny crossing stations. All unlit, with the SM in bed, his points aligned
and locked for the main line, the signal cabin locked out and all the main line signals lowered
to the clear – but it is less reassuring when you know that in lockout, they are clear in both
directions! We were allowed to run at 89 km/h on this fine metre-gauge main line and were
dispatched 20 minutes ahead of the Railway’s crack service, a Class 20 diesel and 16
coaches running at a steady 72 km/h on, and hopefully not ahead of, the working timetable.
Ergo, the faster we ran the better.
And this we did – until the wretched railcars encountered mechanical trouble. We had two
214hp flat-6 Rolls-Royce diesel engines per 32t car, giving 865hp for 128t of train, which at
6.7hp per tonne was plenty of grunt for this gently undulating line. But unfortunately these –
the first-ever production batch of Rolls-Royce railcar engines – were supplied with water
pumps that could not lift the coolant to the roof radiators at engine idling revolutions. And not
only that. Their incorrectly-machined engine blocks did not clamp the cylinder heads tightlydown on the head gaskets. We knew about the first problem, and pending new water pumps,
a syphon-like cooling circuit had been installed. But we didn’t yet know that the badly
machined blocks allowed gases to enter the coolant. And a gas is of course exactly what you
don’t need to make a syphon work.
So with inadequate circulation, we got our first engine shutdown lamp when the Driver closed
his throttle to coast around a curve. Having plenty of time in reserve I stopped the train and
on walking back, found that one engine had boiled and shut down. Now was not the time for
detailed investigations, so its transmission was isolated at the reverser and with the score
now three diesels for 642hp, we pushed on. And then a second engine shut down: same
bloody problem, score 2 for 428. Those wretched engines had given no trouble on the way
down the Peninsula to Singapore, but the extra trailing load on the return trip was now
triggering some real problems. With four cars to pull, the two remaining engines were
labouring heavily on take-off and up the undulating 1 in 100 banks. By now Mail train time
was being dropped; everyone was consulting the timetable and his watch, and doing sums of
more than academic interest. So the Guard was asked what the Rules required.
He didn’t know and contrary to the Rule Book, nobody was carrying one.
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“You’re the boss, Tuan” he said. “We can’t delay Number 8 Up. What do you think we should
do?”
Crikey, what a question. And what an insight into how any railway officer on an Asian train,
and even a young contractor’s representative who looked like a paleface officer but wasn’t,
was likely to be passed the buck when there were still expatriate officers in the system as a
relic of colonialism. Thank goodness it’s different two generations later.
“Me? But –”
“You’re the boss. You must decide, Tuan”, said the Driver politely.
The reader might now pause and ponder the practical options of an interesting 1860s-type
problem in 1960 – and that in the middle of a section not 15 km but 195 km long. With no
radio, no station attended, the very real prospect of the last engines dying on us, and the
Night Mail closing the gap at line speed: 16 wooden cars with 800 people aboard.
If we stopped, we’d need a minimum margin of 10 min safely to protect our tail. The Mail
would then have to close up behind and propel us out at 30 km/h or so for several hours,
because the brake and control systems were incompatible and the transition coupler was not
of full train strength. The Up Mail would be horrendously delayed, and with it the Down Mail
too.
If we cut things finer, stopped to drop the Guard off, then quickly moved the sick special
forward another kilometre to give the Mail plenty of service braking distance to halt, we might
lose all power attempting to restart and in fact not get the railcars clear at all. Then we risked
causing a rear end smash.
If we stopped for the Guard to clip his emergency telephone on the pole route beside the
line, we would still have to protect the railcar train. And the man on the South board at
Control in KL couldn’t do much to help beyond expressing his dismay and trying to raise a
Stationmaster asleep in his house to open up the nearest station in advance, and refuge us.
Control certainly couldn’t be relied upon to stop the Mail: there was no train radio, and the
buck stopped where the sick railcars did.
If we stopped at a crossing loop and dug the Stationmaster out of bed ourselves, we might
still not have time to protect, but with wrecking tools on the railcar at least we could smash
into the signal cabin and rest the unlocked Up Distant and Home signals to stop, then bring
the Mail in. Breaking and entering would really go down well with the dreaded Traffic
Manager, and even less with the General Manager. Anyway, we still had to get to the next
station. Until then the issue was academic.
If we switched on the headlight at the back of the train on a long stretch of tangent track, the
Mail Driver would be bound to see it and he’d certainly stop. He’d also assume another train
was coming straight at him, get the fright of his life and slam Number 8’s brakes on in
emergency. And if the enginemen miscalculated and bailed out in the dark (well, wouldn’t
you?) they might break limbs or even kill themselves.
So in 1960 it was straight back to 1940 – without the Policeman. Until the crash, that is.
There’d be plenty of time spent with them after that eventuality.
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Then the third engine shut down and with just one motor left to run the air brakes and
electrical system, the special rapidly assumed the performance characteristics of an
overloaded goods train, with the time interval now down to only 10 minutes.
So what did we do?
We made a quick stop at the far end of the next straight section with the rear headlight
switched on, the brake cylinder pressure switch that supressed engine revs to idle disabled
by jamming the shonky paper line-clear ticket between its contacts, and our last operational
engine revving angrily against the torque converter transmission at 1/3 power. We dropped
the Guard and a fitter or myself beside each engine. We simultaneously restarted the three
sick engines, and on the 1/3 throttle setting; they fired and ran up at once. Then we all
scrambled aboard and after we were underway again, the rear headlight was turned off.
Nobody was left in the jungle to flag-down the Night Mail and hitch a ride home.
“Run”, the Driver was told, “run for your bloody life at 65 miles (105 km/h) on the straights
and full throttle, because the Mail’s right up our arse. Don’t close the throttle, mate – brake
against the engines and run the curves 10 miles over the speed limit. In fact put your throttle
hand in your trouser pocket and keep it there until I say you can take it out. Drive on full
throttle against the brake valve.
The four Rollers responded well to this brutal treatment – there was certainly no shortage of
either circulation or radiator capacity with the engines, pumps and fans all running constantly
at maximum revs. But man, it was a wild old ride through the jungle! We made up some lost
time and got into Gemas Junction 15 minutes ahead of the Mail, where we were met by an
anxious Stationmaster who had expected us much earlier. He was advised to call KL Control
and put the Mail through ahead of us. Then as he had brought us in on a loop track clear of
the Up platform, and were obstructing nobody, the Driver was allowed to remove his hand
from his pocket and close the throttle.
All engines reverted to idle and promptly shut down. The specific heat of their iron blocks
boiled the water, and a torrent of boiling green coolant poured onto the roofs from the
radiator relief valves, while steam roared high into the tropical night. We had the world’s only
diesel railcars that blew off like a steam locomotive.
…
So yes, there can indeed be difficult decisions on whether and when to stop and protect a
sick train working time-interval. And yes, one can indeed sympathise with those 19th century
railwaymen who had pressed on slowly hoping for the best, but miscalculated and after the
accident, were found to have sliced margins too finely, were rammed in the rear and sacked.
Our Sunday night gallop to Gemas had, again to quote the Iron Duke, been “a close-run
thing – the closest-run thing you ever saw”.
Peter Fisher, in his book “Victorian Signalling: By Accident or Design?” [6] states that in
Victoria:
The last example of standalone time interval working was between Maldon Junction
and Shelbourne Junction in 1933; and with a safeworking system, between Inverleigh
and Maroona until 1944. The provision for time interval working did not disappear
from the Rule Book until 1994.
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Or does the ghost of Time Interval safeworking still live on in Section 3, Rule 1(a) of the
current Victorian Book of Rules and Operating Procedures [7], which states:
Automatic Signal at Stop
The Driver must bring the train to a stand for 30 seconds if an automatic signal
displays ‘Stop’. If the automatic signal is still at ‘Stop’ after 30 seconds, the Driver
may proceed, but must control the speed of the train at extreme caution, being
prepared to find the section ahead occupied or obstructed, or the track damaged.
Extreme caution is defined as being able to stop the train in half the distance that can
be seen ahead; not exceeding 25 km/h or the posted track speed if that is the lesser,
and always being prepared to find the section ahead occupied or obstructed, or the
track damaged.
Given the definition of “extreme caution”, this is actually Sight Separation safeworking. But
Sight Separation safeworking will have to wait until the next Callboard…
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Notes
The quote from “Railway Safety – Block Safeworking” by Ian Macfarlane has been used with
the kind permission of the publisher - Engineers Media.
This book is available as an eBook from the EA Books website:
http://www.eabooks.com.au/epages/eab.sf/en_au/?ObjectPath=/Shops/eabooks/Prod
ucts/9780858259041
The blurb for the book is:
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Safeworking is a synthesised Australian railway word that addresses the ways to
operate a railway.
This book addresses the techniques that from 1837 to the present day, have been
used to separate trains and avoid end-on collisions on open line.
We all know what "automatic signalling" means, but what's the difference between
Permissive and Absolute Block, or Train Orders and Track Warrants?
And more important, the significance in terms of accident risk?
This book will answer such questions.
The treatment is international, covering not only local but British and American
techniques for safeworking, and systems from "moaning block" through all kinds of
telegraphic and voice-based and instrument systems, batons, and Train Orders, to
modern computerised and radio-based techniques that display the Proceed Authority
in the cab.
The style is informal and anecdotal, and there are many stories - some involving the
author - that identify the hazards to be avoided.
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MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
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Timetable 4 running
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Timetable 4 running
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Timetable 4 running

WB
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Work night
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Timetable 3 running.
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on our layout

HR
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Timetable 3 running
Theme: Bring your own
train

BS

24

Timetable 3 running
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Timetable 4 running

MH
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Timetable 4 running

11

AGM at Auburn

DP

15
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Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing – South
Australian Railways – part 1
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WB
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